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WHAT IS THE MUSIC AND DANCE SCHEME?

Brief Historical Description

The Music and Dance Scheme (MDS) is an extraordinary and much admired part of
the UK’s education and training system.  It is the Government’s main vehicle for
supporting exceptionally talented young musicians and dancers regardless of their
background and financial circumstances.  Thanks to successive Education Ministers’
far-sightedness and support, the Scheme has flourished and extended its reach so
that many more young people have been able to access the best training available
which, in turn, has set them on the path to self-sustaining and productive careers.

The Daily Telegraph described the scheme in 2012 as "one of things that
should make you proud to be British. We are alone in the world in
boasting a network of specialist music schools, offering general full-time
education integrated with intensive instrumental training…”

While many other schools in the UK provide excellent musical training and education,
some to a very high standard, none is quite on a par with the independent specialist
music and dance schools in that the latter are able to admit all their students solely
on their potential and ability and have a daily curriculum that resolutely revolves
around musical or dance practice, education and training.

The Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation’s Report of 1978 on the training of professional
musicians reviewed the state of specialist music education.  It was largely as a result
of the recommendations in that report that the Music and Ballet Schools Scheme
(now the Music and Dance Scheme) was set up in 19811 .
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1 Although in 1973, the Royal Ballet (Lower) School and the Yehudi Menuhin School had already been admitted to
a fee remission scheme funded by the Education Department in recognition of their position as Centres of
Excellence for the Performing Arts.
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Why do we need the Scheme?

There is a need to educate and train, from an early age, children who are
exceptionally talented in the two fields of music and dance if Britain is to
maintain a world-class pool of talent for future generations.

The requirement for early training, in particular the primary development of the
physical and intellectual disciplines required of dancers and musicians, is recognised
by many to be greater than for some other forms of artistic endeavour.  The MDS
enables exceptionally talented children between the ages of 8 and 19 from all
backgrounds to receive a good academic education alongside the best specialist
music and dance/ballet training available.

By designating certain schools as "centres of excellence", financial and human
resources can be concentrated, which ensures that:

• children benefit from close association with similarly gifted children who provide
the stimulus of competition and example; 

• by receiving support with the costs of boarding, pupils from all over the country have
access to an extended teaching day and to practice facilities within the environment
of the school; 

• timetabling can take account of the individual requirements of the pupil and the
need for orchestras, choirs and performances to be integrated with other parts of
the school curriculum; 

• distinguished practitioners can be attracted to teach and/or take masterclasses.

All MDS support provided by the Government through the Aided Pupil Scheme is
rigorously means-tested so that taxpayers’ money is used where it is most needed.

WHICH SCHOOLS PARTICIPATE IN THE MUSIC AND DANCE SCHEME?

In 1981, five specialist music schools in the UK were designated participants:
Chetham's School of Music, Manchester; Wells Cathedral School, Somerset; the
Purcell School, Bushey, Hertfordshire; the Yehudi Menuhin School, Surrey; and St
Mary's Music School (in Edinburgh under a Scottish version of the English Scheme).
Together with the Royal Ballet School, lower and upper divisions, they were allocated
Government-aided places under the Education (Grant) (Music and Ballet Schools)
Regulations 1980 SI 1980/684 (or the Scottish equivalent).

The scheme was expanded in 1996 by the admission of two new schools (Elmhurst
School for Dance, now in Birmingham, and Tring Park School, Hertfordshire), and with
extra places at existing schools.  In 2002 the scheme was renamed the Music and
Dance Scheme and another dance school, the Hammond School, Chester, was
admitted.

Along with St Mary’s Music School in Edinburgh, the eight MDS-supported schools in
England provide UK coverage and are fully co-educational.  The schools in the
scheme vary considerably in size and scope, in the buildings and estates that they
occupy, and in the numbers of Aided Pupils supported (see chart below2 ):

CHETHAM’S SCHOOL has by far the largest number of MDS-aided pupils with
around 90% of its approximately 300 students eligible for means-tested support
from the scheme.  It provides intensive training in all instruments and is the only
specialist music school in the North of England. In 2012 a new state-of-the-art
building was opened on its central Manchester campus.

THE ROYAL BALLET SCHOOL is the largest MDS dance school currently with
220 students, 83% of whom are supported by the scheme.  It provides intensive
training in classical ballet and operates an extensive outreach and associates
programme nationwide.  There is a close relationship with The Royal Ballet Company
and Birmingham Royal Ballet, the Upper School (16-19yrs) being situated next to the
Royal Opera House in Covent Garden while the Lower School (11-16yrs) is at White
Lodge in Richmond Park, Surrey. 

Numbers of Aided Pupils at each
school in 2012/13 and proportion 
of the total England-wide number

Chetham’s    258/28%

Royal Ballet 183/20%

Purcell 143/15%

Elmhurst 103/11%

Wells Cathedral 79/9%

Hammond 56/6%

Yehudi Menuhin 55/6%

Tring Park 46/5%

2 Source : MDS Schools annual return form MD2

‘As a Graduate of the Royal Ballet
School I wholeheartedly support
the Music and Dance Scheme,
without it many talented young
people would not be able to access
the level of training required to
become dancers of the future. The
Scheme provides the UK with
centres of excellence which can
support exceptionally talented
students from all backgrounds and
we should do everything we can to
preserve it’

Darcey Bussell CBE
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THE PURCELL SCHOOL is the oldest of the specialist music schools.  Located in
Bushey, Hertfordshire, it educates around 180 students aged 9-18yrs, of whom the
majority are boarders.  A winner of the UNESCO Mozart Gold Medal in 2003, some
84% of its students receive funding through the MDS.  All instruments are catered for
and, like other MDS schools, the school gives frequent concerts.

ELMHURST SCHOOL FOR DANCE is one of the country’s oldest vocational
dance schools with over 80% of its Lower School pupils (years 7 to 11) receiving help
through the scheme.  It has a close relationship with Birmingham Royal Ballet and
offers classical ballet training alongside a rounded academic education.

WELLS CATHEDRAL SCHOOL is part of an ancient foundation with a very strong
choral and musical tradition.  Just over 70 of its pupils within the school’s specialist
musician strand of around 300 students receive support from the MDS.  The school
is, at the same time, a fairly large mainstream independent school of over 700
students and it provides a full range of instrumental and choral tuition.

THE HAMMOND SCHOOL in Chester is a leading Performing Arts education
provider, with nearly 60% of its Lower School Dance pupils supported through the
scheme. The MDS-aided pupils receive excellent training in classical ballet and
related dance subjects. The pupils also enjoy an environment where theatre arts,
drama and creative performance are on offer alongside broad and balanced
academic studies.

THE YEHUDI MENUHIN SCHOOL in Stoke d’Abernon, Surrey educates just over
70 mainly boarding pupils (aged 8-19yrs), 71% of whom are aided through the
scheme.  Strings (including guitar) and keyboard instruments only are taught to
exceptionally high standards and the school - and its alumni - have a renowned
international reputation.

TRING PARK SCHOOL FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS in Hertfordshire where
17% of its Dance and Classical Ballet pupils receive support from the MDS.  Tring Park’s
pupils can also study Drama, Musical Theatre and Commercial Music which is
balanced by an outstanding academic curriculum offering 18 A-level options and
BTec Diplomas.

ST MARY’S MUSIC SCHOOL, Scotland’s specialist music school and the Choir
School of St Mary’s Cathedral.  The 75 pupils, of whom 51 have Aided Places funded
by the Scottish Government, enjoy high levels of individual work and rigorous training,
complemented by impressive group performing opportunities and an excellent
academic education.

WHAT ARE THE MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS?

The scheme sets children with exceptional potential on pathways to world-
class careers in the two artforms of music and dance.

Virtually all MDS musicians leave their schools to go on into music conservatoires,
universities – many on exhibitions/scholarships - or other HE institutions, and then
into the profession.  MDS-supported dance pupils are more likely to go straight into
ballet and dance companies at home or abroad rather than into higher education as
their professional careers usually start earlier.  In addition, the results achieved by
pupils in MDS schools in public examinations have been consistently excellent.  MDS
pupils regularly achieve pass rates at A-level (Grades A-E) at or near 100%, at AS-
level of 100% and at GCSE (Grades A*-C) of 95% or more, outshining their peers in
many instances.  This is remarkable given that pupils are not selected on academic
criteria but solely on their potential as young musicians or dancers.

MDS music school pupils are regular finalists, and winners, in major competitions
such as the BBC Young Musician of the Year and composition competitions (including
in film scores).  For example, Peter Moore, a 12 year-old trombonist attending
Chetham’s School of Music, was the youngest ever winner of the 2008 Young
Musician competition.  Royal Ballet School students regularly win major competitions
such as Young British Dancer of the Year and the Lausanne International Ballet
Competition.  There are many, many more examples.

The numbers of MDS-aided pupils are small in comparison with the school
population as a whole, yet their potential contribution to the performing
arts is enormous.

The scheme and the schools in it have produced some of Britain’s top talent; alumni
include Darcey Bussell, Jonathan Cope and Lauren Cuthbertson (Royal Ballet
principal dancers/soloists); Nigel Kennedy, Tasmin Little, Nicola Benedetti and
Jennifer Pike (violinists), Guy Johnston ('cello), Daniel Harding (conductor), Nicholas
Daniel (oboist), Ashley Wass, Jonathan Scott and Steven Osborne (pianists who are
rising stars of their generation) to name but a few.

In addition to Royal patronage of many MDS institutions3 , some of the world’s most
highly respected musicians and dancers have attached their names to MDS schools.
For example, Daniel Barenboim (pianist) is president of the Yehudi Menuhin School,
Sir Simon Rattle (conductor) is president of the Purcell School of Music with Vladimir
Ashkenazy, Yevgeny Kissin (pianists), and Dame Kiri Te Kanawa (soprano) listed
among the school’s patrons.  The list is extensive.

The MDS schools provide “Access to Excellence” for many of our most
talented children and give strategically targeted means-tested support to
the most needy.

The identification and nurturing of talent can be a real challenge.  Young people can
be ostracised or even bullied for being different – and can become quickly frustrated

3 For example, HRH The Prince of Wales is President of the Royal Ballet School and The Duchess of Cornwall is
Patron of Elmhurst School for Dance.  HRH The Earl of Wessex is Patron of Chetham’s School of Music.
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and disillusioned.  They need opportunities to work with their peers; children with
special and exceptional talents have exceptional and special needs.  Not to cater for
those needs would be a huge waste of the nation’s talent.

The MDS ensures that talented children and young people from disadvantaged
backgrounds and families with limited financial means are able to access the best
possible specialist training that they need to nurture and development their talents.
Britain’s standing and contribution to world-class music and dance industries would
suffer severely if those opportunities were unavailable because high level training
would be confined to the privileged few with the ability to pay and much talent would
be left untapped and wasted.  The schools’ work in reaching out to children from all
backgrounds and providing equality of opportunity is a remarkable achievement.

The following chart shows that the great majority of children and young people
entering MDS schools have previously come from the maintained sector or they may
have attended independent prep schools.  A smaller number are talented children
from overseas (including from EU countries), the majority of whom are supported
by the schools from their own resources through charitable bursary funds.  Having a
number of highly talented and motivated children from abroad helps prepare and
incentivise all of the pupils in the schools to become the “best in the world” in their
chosen field:

Outreach activity and Partnerships are an integral part of MDS music and
dance schools’ work which provide experiences and opportunities for
hundreds of children and young people who would otherwise not benefit
from them.

Darren Henley’s Reviews of Music Education in England and of Cultural Education
(2011)4 reinforced the importance of the Music and Dance Scheme and the
institutions supported by it.  The reviews received cross-Party support.  In response
to these, the Government has set up local music education hubs in which MDS music
schools participate and has developed a National Plan for Cultural Education in
consultation with key partners, including MDS schools and their associated
organisations (e.g. the Royal Opera House).

There are a huge number of outreach and partnership activities led by the MDS
schools which enrich, inspire and motivate children and young people in maintained
primary or secondary schools and other settings as well as being a rewarding
experience for those attending MDS schools themselves.  Projects include working
with a variety of community groups in a broad range of genres from gospel singing,
jazz and urban dance to small ensemble-playing and classical music and dance.
Some of these projects may be unsung whilst others have received national awards
and commendations from organisations such as the Royal Society of Arts, the Diana
Awards or the National Teaching Awards.  MDS dance schools, in particular, provide
Associate programmes throughout the country and many projects in both music
and dance are taken into care homes, hospitals and institutions responsible for the
welfare of patients with mental health issues.

Most MDS schools have Outreach Co-ordinators to manage projects and
programmes so that those outside of the MDS schools can fully benefit from the
expertise and experience of some of the best teachers and the most talented young
people that are found within MDS schools.  The benefits are two-way.  Children and
students who attend the MDS schools also benefit from being involved with such
projects; they are able to work, and make friends, with other young people and learn
from their perhaps very different experiences and aspirations.

ARE THE SCHOOLS GOOD VALUE FOR MONEY?

Working in a discipline at the level demanded by the MDS means
embracing depth, difficulty, complexity and rigour.  This calls for proper
facilities and the best possible teachers, all of which come at a cost.

Costs

Since the schools in the scheme vary considerably in size and scope, in the
buildings and estates that they occupy, and in the numbers of MDS-aided pupils
each supports, their costs also vary a great deal.  The schools are generally small,
most offer education from primary through to secondary level and there are
diseconomies of scale which have a bearing on their overall costs.

The average fee charged for Aided Pupils in school year 2012/13 was about
£28,500 and includes the costs of full boarding and an extended day, high-level
specialist tuition, academic education, pupil welfare and the costs of maintaining
and repairing premises and facilities. All the schools are charitable organisations
and aim to achieve a break-even budget; there is little room for manoeuvre within
those budgets.The average parental contribution to fees was some £4,000, the
average amount claimed for incidental expenses (such as uniform and travel
grants) was £96 per pupil and the average cost to DfE per Aided Pupil was
therefore some £24,600.  By way of a comparison and to put costs in perspective,
the average cost of local authority placements in 2006/07 for children with special
educational needs has been estimated at £57,1505.

Background of MDS school entrants

MAINTAINED INDEPENDENT HOME SCHOOLED OVERSEAS

MDS ONLY

ALL PUPILS  (INTAKE)

5 Source: Audit Commission Report “Out of authority placements for special educational needs” February 20074 Commissioned by the Departments for Culture, Media and Sport and the Department for Education.

Source:  A comprehensive sample of MDS schools’ data over the five-year period 2008/09-2012/13 (showing total intake over
the period of all pupils and those who have benefited from the MDS Aided Pupil Scheme) using all available data.
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All highly talented children also have special needs and a number of these who attend
MDS schools are, in addition, on the autistic spectrum and require further support.

The proportion of the total cost6 of the MDS Aided Pupil Scheme (£22.7 million in
2012/13) attributable to each of the existing eight schools is shown below:

The costs of the scheme to the Exchequer are calculated after means-tested
parental contributions are taken into account.  Overall, parents pay just over 14% of
the total cost.  The overall proportion has decreased over the past few years and
reflects, in part, the fact that schools are targeting less well-off families and that many
families are much less affluent than they used to be.

Parental incomes

In school year 2012/13, nearly one in four parents (24.2%) on the scheme had incomes
below the thresholds (£12,620 for boarding and £15,965 for day places) and are
therefore entitled to full remission of fees.  Only 8% of families have “significant”
incomes (of £90,000 or more).  “Relevant incomes” are normally based on total gross
(before tax) family incomes in the preceding financial year 2011/12.  The income
profile7 of parents across the scheme is given below:

Comparators

Like-for-like cost comparisons with other schools or institutions at home or abroad
are problematic.  The MDS as constituted in England (as a private sector/public sector
partnership) is unique in the world and so comparison with systems overseas is
difficult.  Most European systems are either wholly supported or heavily subsidised
by central governments or else there is only private (fee-paying) provision.  Obtaining
the unit costs of music (or dance) education is practically impossible in most cases
because the costs are bound in with general education costs nationally (particularly
in the case of our near Continental neighbours).

The average per capita (inclusive) cost to the Exchequer of an MDS Aided Pupil in the
academic year 2012/13 (the latest year for which complete information is available)
was £24,600 (the average fee was around £28,500).  This covers a full “immersion”
experience with seven-days-a-week boarding (for 82% of MDS pupils), an extended
day, group and one-to-one teaching by some of the best practitioners in the field,
specialist facilities and opportunities for rehearsals, masterclasses and
performances with world-famous performing artists.  Regular concerts and
performances, and tours at home and abroad, also need to be funded.

The MDS average fee and the Exchequer cost can be compared with the current
(non-inclusive8) boarding fees at Eton College (£32,067), Roedean (£32,610),
Uppingham School (£31,569), Westminster (£32,490) or the Manhattan Music
School, USA (£36,023/$55,850).  Because the MDS is a wholly means-tested scheme,
it can therefore be argued that, in comparison with other top independent
schools, the Schools and the scheme represent good Value for Money as
the following chart shows:

Proportion of total cost of Aided
Pupil Scheme at each school

Chetham’s    28%

Royal Ballet 20%

Purcell 17%

Elmhurst 9%

Wells Cathedral 9%

Hammond 8%

Yehudi Menuhin 5%

Tring Park 4%
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The MDS schools have a national and
international reputation and are
continually striving to enhance standards
and levels of expertise in their field.  This
must also be achieved within their limited
budgets.  In the context of current and
increasing financial pressures, the
schools continue to deliver by continually
monitoring their expenditure and
obtaining the best value for money from
every pound spent.

8i.e. not including additional fees for music tuition, some sports and other extras
6Source : MDS Schools annual return form MD2  
7Based on information from school returns submitted to the National Grants Admin Centre.
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WHERE NEXT FOR THE SCHEME AND THE SCHOOLS?

The needs of the most talented children in music and dance – particularly
those with prodigious talent – provide a special challenge wherever they
are in the world.

The numbers concerned are minimal and yet their potential contribution to the
artforms and to economies is enormous.  There is a range of tangible and intangible
benefits of investing in the education and training of such talented children and
young people which is widely recognised by governments around the globe from
Venezuela to the USA to Europe and Russia.

If we do not want access to world-class training in the performing arts to
be restricted only to those who can afford it then it is absolutely essential
that there should be both public and private funding support for such
children from less well-off backgrounds.

The Music and Dance Scheme and the Schools that participate in it ensure that young
dancers and musicians with exceptional potential but limited means receive the
specialist provision that their talent deserves.  They contribute significantly to raising
standards in teaching and learning, improving pathways for progression, and
promoting talent identification and realisation.  They feed into key agendas in
personalised learning and raising aspiration, to the joining up of agencies in the
interests of young people, particularly across the DCMS and DfE, and the country’s
enviable reputation for its achievement in the arts of music and dance.

The future is never certain but – with the Government’s and other agencies’
help, encouragement and financial support – the Schools can continue to
be in good shape and empowered to meet the challenges that lie ahead.

‘As a past pupil of The Yehudi Menuhin School 
I cannot overestimate the value of the
education which the specialist music schools
provide. The Music and Dance Scheme enables
the schools to continue offering as rounded and
excellent an education for talented musicians as
I was privileged to receive during my time as a
pupil.  It is of enormous value to the cultural
life not just of this country but of the world.’

Tasmin Little OBE

Commissioned by the Heads of the MDS Schools,
with thanks to Robin Kiel.


